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Remove the shades from your eyes
The lights have dimmed it's time to go
It's in the way you speak my name
the subtlety to which you wonder
Lets me know it's just a show
Hold on too long
Falling away, falling away
Speak and be strong
Failing away, falling away from you
Follow you down this old dusty road
Where the trail ends I don't know
Lights they flicker in the distance
Through your windblown hair
Shadows dancing too and fro
Hold on too long
Falling away, falling away
Speak and be strong
Falling away, falling away from you

I used to be the man that had control behind the lines
Slowly taking over what's left inside my mind
So high I've been misplaced
Withering in disgrace
It's dark outside, the candles light the way into the room
Can't see, the haze conceals the secrets 'bout to bloom
So high I've been misplaced
Withering in disgrace
I tried to find the answer deep inside my soul so black
This simple life is complicated my need to use God's smack
So high I've been misplaced
Withering in disgrace
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Seek and you shall find great words of wisdom I'm told
One man said to me reach for the stars and be gold
I can hear your faint whisper, your talk in my sleep
Subtle ripples in water reflecting how deep
Truer words never spoken, follow your heart

Hold on, to what they try to say to you
Hold on to your dreams
Was a time I didn't need to think my mind soared
Like an eagle you clipped my wings, on the ground bored
There ain't nothing that anyone can say to me
The seed long ago planted, taken root, blossomed leaves
Path curves all the way down always leads back to shore
Hold on, to what they try to say to you
Hold on to your dreams
Sometimes bothers me life can be so cruel and unkind
But the truth always surfaces and lies then unwind
Thinking back to the lessons one learns and hold on
Hold on, to what they try to say to you
Hold on to your dreams
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Feeling so low
Will it always be this hard?
To keep the truth in, behind the lies or will they find you
Take it all in
As it builds itself within
Desperate to let it out
There is no doubt my second skin will blind you
If I told you
Would it be the same?
Does it really matter to you? Will it be okay?
If I told you
That it all was true
Would it really matter?
Disgusted myself
I've reached the bottom of the barrel
Even for me times have changed and life moves on
I tried and gave in
Surrounding pressure from all sides
To be a man and feel no pain
You play the game that binds you
If I told you
Would it be the same?
Does it really matter to you? Will it be okay?
If I told you
That it all was true
Would it really matter?
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I see a light shining down on you
They say you're so divine but I seem to disappear to you
And you fail to see this man inside of me
It's a lonely time so full of broken dreams
What you want
What you need
You know it's a long way down only to find you can't breathe

Frozen in time
Memories of you
All that you do keeps me waiting
Frozen in time
Memories of you
Keeps me waiting

Same words different men preaching the same great lie
Powerless to scream when in the end it’s all a dream
That can't be swayed from coming home to stay
I reach down and cry
And you fail to see this man inside of me
It's a lonely time so full of broken dreams
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What you want
What you need
You know it's a long way down only to find you can't breathe
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Now I walk alone with this light leading me home
So long I'm finally on track to get to you
Suppressing doubt and fear when in the end she draws me near
I take a path so few would ever
You fail to see this man inside of me
It's a lonely time so full of broken dreams
What you want
What you need
You know it’s a long way down only to find you can't breathe
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So cold, feelings come and go
Relentlessly remind me of a truth I dearly hold
Blame me, broken dreams they lie
Beneath a damn so high this burden reaching for the sky
Frozen in time
Memories of you
All that you do keeps me waiting
Frozen in time
Memories of you
Keeps me waiting
Waiting, someone to wake me up
I tilt the bottle up to catch the last drop heal my soul
Turning, around inside my head
This place I seldom tread can't keep my balance slipping away
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